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CHAPTER I 

STATEME:^T OF THE PROBLEM 

For a long time certain transition-metal coordination compounds 

have been known to undergo chemical reactions when heated or irrad

iated with ultraviolet radiation. Although the kinetics of many 

of these reactions have been investigated in aqueous solutions, 

few have been investigated in the solid state. In fact, few solid-

state photochemical kinetic investigations of any reactions have 

been carried out. Consequently, very little is knô .̂ni concerning 

the photochemical reaction kinetics of a powdered sample. 

Solid-state photochemical kinetic investigators are confronted 

with many problems which do not arise in the corresponding solution 

photochemical kinetics. Since a solid-state photochemical reaction 

involves only the immediate surface of a sample, it is very difficult 

to m-easure the amount of sample reacted. In fact, the amount 

reacted varies with depth into the sample, for solids not only 

absorb radiation but also reflect it, thereby decreasing the 

radiation intensity penetrating the sample. Furtherm.ore, two types 

of reflection occur upon the irradiation of a powdered sample 

(diffuse and regular or surface reflection). This greatly complicates 

the development of a theoretical reaction-rate equation. Many 



powdered solid samples undergo a change in volume during a chemical 

reaction. The concentration of the reactant therefore cannot be 

reliably expressed in the usual units of moles per unit volume. 

As yet, these problems have not been solved and a suitable 

theoretical expression for the rate of a solid-state photochemical 

reaction has not been developed. The dependence of the rate of 

such a reaction on the amount reacted, the intensity and wavelength 

of the radiation, and the depth into the sample are not known. 

Few solid-state thermal reaction kinetic studies in the past 

have yielded information which make possible the formulation of 

a chemical reaction mechanism. Physical and geometric properties 

play such an important role in controlling solid-state thermal reactior] 

that chemical processes are often undetectable in kinetic studies. 

Although the solid-state thermal reactions of many transition 

metal coordination compounds have been extensively investigated, 

very little is known concerning their reaction mechanisms. The 

kinetics of such reactions in the past have been explained on the 

basis of nucleus formation, diffusion, and other physical processes. 

Consequently, little is known concerning the chemical nature of 

solid-state reactions of transition metal coordination compounds. 

An attempt is made in this investigation to solve some of the 

problems involved in solid-state thermal and photochemical reaction 

kinetics so that meaningful data can be obtained from which chemical 

mechanisms can be postulated. The dependence of the rate of a 

solid-state photochemical reaction on the amount of sample reacted 



and the intensity of the radiation is derived on a theoretical basis 

and the results are tested experimentally. The dependence of the 

rate of such a reaction on the wavelength of the radiation is 

determined experimentally and an attempt is made to explain the 

results at least qualitatively. Then, the data obtained from a 

solid-state photochemical reaction are compared with those obtained 

from the same reaction carried out thermally in order to postulate 

a chemical reaction mechanism. 

In order to carry out this investigation, a compound v/hich 

undergoes the same reaction photochemically and thermally was 

necessary. An example of such a compound is potassium tris(oxalate)-

manganate(lll) 3-hydrate. The photochemical and the thermal reactions 

of this compound have been thoroughly investigated in aqueous 

solutions and have been found to proceed by similar mechanisms. 

It has also been found to yield the same products photochemically 

and thermally in the solid state. It may then be expected that 

the solid-state reactions proceed by similar mechanisms. Also, 

the reactions of this compound represent an important type of reaction 

of transition-metal coordination compounds. These are oxidation-

reduction reactions. It is hoped that a better understanding of 

the solid-state reactions of this compound will give an insight 

into the chemistry of all reactions of this type. 



CHAPTER II 

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE 

Photochemistry is basically the study of the effects of 

electromagnetic radiation upon a chemical system. Probably the 

first work which could be called photochemistry occurred in the 

early 1700's. It was not until 1817, however, that the first law 

of photochemistry was stated by Grotthus. This law states that only 

light which is absorbed by a system can cause a chemical reaction. 

It was later found by Draper that the rate of a reaction is 

proportional to the intensity of the light used (l, 2). 

After Planck introduced the idea of the quantum. Stark (3, 4) 

and later Einstein (5, 6) introduced the idea that one quantum 

of radiation is absorbed for each m-olecule which is excited. This 

is knovai as Einstein's equivalence law. The equivalence law introduce: 

the quantum yield, which is defined as the number of reactant 

molecules which react after the absorption of one photon of radiation. 

The quantum yield is an important number in photochemistry, and 

it caii tell much about the mechanism of a reaction. From the theory 

of the interaction of radiation with a gaseous or a liquid chemical 

system that has been developed, the rate equation for a chemical 

reaction has been derived (?). 

Because of the recent development of the tecb-nique of reflectance 



spectroscopy, several equations have been derived which describe 

the interaction of radiation on a powdered sample. The derivations 

have been reviev/ed by Wendlandt and Hecht (8), Probably the most 

important of the equations derived are those which treat diffusely 

reflected radiation by the introduction of a reflection coefficient. 

The spectra of many transition-metal coordination compounds 

contain charge-transfer bands in the ultraviolet region. These 

bands are often caused by the excitation of llgand electrons into 

empty Eg metal orbitals (9). The effect of such a transition is 

to transfer an electron from the ligand to the metal ion. If a 

stat>le configuration results from such a transfer, the electron 

may remain in the Eg orbital, thereby reducing the metal ion. 

Photochemical oxidation-reduction reactions may therefore occur 

if a transition-metal coordination compound with an empty Eg orbital 

is irradiated by radiation whose wavelength corresponds to the 

energy of its charge-transfer band (lO, 11). 

There have been many attempts to explain solid-state thermal 

reaction kinetics on the basis of nucleus formation and growth 

and of diffusion of gases or reactive species through a sample. 

These attempts and the rate equations derived from them have been 

reviewed by Young (12) and by Garner (l3). While these rate 

equations do apply to many solid-state reactions, they describe 

only physical processes, and, consequently, little information 

concerning the chemical nature of a sample can be obtained from 

their use, especially if rate controlling oxidation-reduction steps 

are involved. 



There have been many investigations of solid-state thermal 

reactions of transition-metal coordination compounds. These 

investigations, however, were limited to the determination of 

reaction temperatures and stoichiometrics. There have been a few 

investigations in which attempts were made to determine reaction 

mechanisms dependent on a chemical step such as an electron transfer. 

Attempts have been made to determine the chemical mechanisms of 

the solid-state thermal oxidation-reduction reactions of the compounds 

CoC(NH3)£px^ (X = CI, Br) (14-17). Mechanisms have been postulated 

for the solid-state thermal ligand replacem.ent reactions of the 

compounds, CCr(en)33X3 (X= CI, Br, I, SCN, C N ) (18). Also, possible 

mechanisms for the solid-state thermal oxidation-reduction reactions 

of the compounds, K3CM(C20^)3T •3H2O (M = Mn, Co, Fe), have been 

suggested but without verification (19-22). 

Unlike thermal reactions, photochemical reactions of transition-

metal coordination compounds have not been extensively investigated. 

From the few investigations that have been carried out, there 

appear to be three types of solid-state photochemical reactions of 

transition-metal compounds. These are isomerization, ligand re

placement, and oxidation-reduction reactions. There have been only 

one solid-state photochemical isomerization reaction (23) and one 

solid-state ligand replacement reaction (24) previously investigated. 

By far the most numerous solid-state photochemical reactions 

of transition-metal compounds that have been studied are oxidation-

reduction reactions. In every case investigated, the central metal 



ion was reduced and a molecule, or an anion which was either in 

or outside of the coordination sphere, was oxidized. Because 

of their applications to photography, there has been a large number 

of studies of the solid-state photochemical oxidation-reduction 

reactions of the silver halides. Several investigations of the 

photochemical reductions of Hg(l) and Tl(l) in the compounds, 

HgN3 and Tll'13, in the solid state have been reported (25-27). 

In these studies, the rates of the reactions as functions of the 

intensity and wavelength of the radiation and of the sample 

temperature were determined only in a qualitative Dianner. No 

solid-state photochemical rate equation was developed. The 

stoichiometries of the oxidation-reduction reactions of several 

Hg(ll) compounds in the solid state have also been determined (28). 

The color changes involved in the solid-state photochemical 

oxidation-reduction reactions of the compounds, K3DIn(020^)3!•3H2O, 

K3irCo(C20/^)33.3H20, and K3D'e(C204.)3']OH20, have been observed 

(29, 30) and their reaction stoichiometries have been determined 

(19-22). 

The oxalate complexes of manganese(III), cobalt(ill), and iron-

(III) have been of interest because they undergo similar reactions 

thermally and photochemically. Investigations of both the thermal 

and the photochemical reactions of these compounds have been carried 

out in aqueous solutions (31-40). In every case the central metal 

ion was reduced from the trivalent to the divalent state and an oxalat 

ligand was oxidized to carbon dioxide. For the reactions of all 
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three compounds, an oxalate ion radical v/as postulated as the 

electron transferring species. 

In the solid state, the oxalate complexes of manganese(ill), 

cobalt(III), and iron(ill) yield different type thermal reaction 

products (19-22). Furthermore, the cobalt compound yields different 

products upon thermal reaction than upon photochemical reaction 

and there is still some uncertainty in the reaction stoichiometry 

of the thermal reaction of the iron compound. However, the manganese 

compound was found to give the same products during its thermal 

and photochemical reactions. The reaction proceeded as follows: 

2K3D<n(C20^)3l.3H20 ^or hR^ 2K2CM^(C20^)23 + K2C20^ 

+ 2CO2 + 6H2O. (1) 

This reaction occurred at about 80° C and proceeded rapidly. It 

also proceeded rapidly upon irradiation with ultraviolet radiation 

from a mercury vapor light source. 

As the literature survey above shows, there are still a number 

of unanswered questions concerning solid-state oxidation-reduction 

reactions of transition metal coordination compounds. The reaction 

given by Equation 1 appears to be suitable for an investigation 

comparing the thermal and photochemical reaction kinetics. Such 

an investigation was carried out and is presented in the following 

pages. 



CHAPTER III 

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION 

A Photochemical Reactiog Rate Equation 

There has been no derivation of an eqiation describing the 

rate of the photochemical reaction of a powdered sample. Therefore, 

it was necessary to derive one in order to carry out this invest

igation. However, an equation describing the rate of a photochemical 

reaction of a fluid sample with slab geometry has previously been 

developed (7). This equation is 

average rate of reaction = 9 -t' ̂ ^ - e"^^^^) (2) 

where A is the quantum yield, Jo the initial intensity of the 

radiation, L the reaction cell length, CAJ the concentration of 

reactant, V the frequency of the radiation, 2l Planck's constant, 

and 5 "the absorption coefficient. This equation, however, cannot 

be used for the study of a powdered sample. Therefore, a new 

equation was derived to describe the rate of the photochemical 

reaction of a powdered sample. The new equation was derived in 

a m.anner similar to that of Equation 2 except that modifications 

were made to account for the inhomogeneity of a solid-state reaction 

and for the reflected radiation. 
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A powdered sample of a reactant, R, reacts upon the absorption 

of a photon to give an excited species, R*, or 

R + hV > R«. 0 ) 

The excited species m.ay then react in some manner to yield one or 

more products, P. The number of resultant product molecules v/ill 

later be taken into account by the introduction of the quantum 

yield. 

After a sample of this powdered reactaiit has been irradiated 

with monochromatic radiation with an intensity, after surface 

reflection has taken place, of 1^ for a period of time, i, it 

will consist of a mixture of reactant and product. It contains 

,1^ moles of reactant per unit volume and Rn - TRI reacted per unit 

volume, where RQ is the initial concentration of reactant. The 

intensity of the radiation at a depth, x, into the sar.ple is 

1, as can be seen in Figure 1. The decrease in the intensity of 

the radiation as it passes through a distance, dx, of the sample 

is given by 

-dl ̂  I(6r +Crr)Mdx + l(€p +crp)(Ro - I?>3 )dx (4) 

where §. is an absorption coefficient, 0"a diffuse reflection 

coefficient, and the subscripts r and £ refer to the reactant 

and the products, respectively. 

This equation is simple the differential form of a modified 

Beer-Lambert relation. IfOJ is defined as the fraction of R^ 

reacted at any given time, then 

W = (Ro - rR3)/Ro. (5) 
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FIGURE 1 

MODEL OF A POV/DERED SAMPLE 
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Combining Equations 4 and 5 gives 

-dl = I(6r +0;.)(1 -a')Rodx + Ifep +C7p)a'^o«3x. (6) 

Now this equation can be rearranged for integration by making 

use of the initial condition that I = lA when x = 0 to give 

/ I / . 

Ii 
dl/l = [̂ fer +0;)(1 -aORodx - (€p +crp)a»Rodx] (7) T 

0 

and integrated to give 

Ind/I^) = -Rofer +Crr)x - (̂ p +OJ, - 6 r -Crr)Ro I a'^x. (8) Jo 
The last function cannot be evaluated because the fraction reacted 

varies with the depth into the sample as some xinknown function 

of X. An assumption concerning the function will be made after 1 

has been evaluated explicitly. 

Taking the exponent of both sides of Equation 8 and rearranging 

gives 

I = I« e-^o(6r +Crr)x - (€p +Crp - €r -Crr)Ro a'dx. (9) 
0 

If the reaction given in Equation 3 is considered to be a 

"bimolecular" reaction between a reactant molecule and a photon, 

then the following rate equation can be written: 

-dtRl/dt =/?CRln (10) 

where r^ls the absorption cross section for an einstein of radiation 

and n is the number of einsteins of photons per unit area. The 

number, n, is related to the intensity, 1, by 

n = iX/hcx^o (11) 
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where c i s the veloci ty of l i gh t and NQ i s Avbgadro's number. 

Subst i tu t ing Equation 10 into Equation 11 gives 

- d O n / d t = ^ X l D l l / h c N o . (12) 

Solving Equation 5 for CR] and subst i tu t ing i t and i t s 

der ivat ive into Equation 12 gives 

d a V d t =yQX(l - a ' ) l / h c N o . (13) 

The subs t i tu t ion of Equation 9 into Equation 13 y ie lds the 

equation * 

d a ' / d t = [ ^ X l i ( l - a ' )/hci^ri e"Ux - V l^CL«dx (14) 

where U = Ro(€r +0^) and V = Ro(€p +Crp - €r -CTr)* 

The absorption cross section is the absorption coefficient 

times the number of molecules of product resulting from an absorption 

of a photon (the quantum yield, rf), or 

Substituting this equation into Equation 14 gives 

daVdt = [ X ^ e ^ ^ d -a')/hcN7| e- Ux - V 
'x 
a'dx. (16) 

0 

Up to now the spectral or surface reflection has been neglected. 

The symbol, 1^, is the intensity of the radiation after surface 

reflection has taken place. If £ is the fraction of the total 

initial radiation, IQ, not reflected spectrally at the surface, then 

i; = ql„. &7) 

Substitution of Equation 17 into Equation 16 gives • 

daVdt = [qX</€rIo(l -a')/hc:^^ e- U^ - ̂  J a^dx. (i8) 
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Theoretically, Equation 18 describes the rate of the photochemical 

reaction of a powdered sample. However, it cannot be conveniently 

used as it is written. The values of q, ̂ r, €p, O^, (7J, ̂ , x, and 

Q,' =CL'(x) are not known. Several approximations must be made 

before this equation is in a useful form. 

There is no known way to calculate the absorption coefficient 

of a powdered sample. However, the electronic energy levels of most 

compounds are independent of the state of the material. The values 

of the absorption coefficients obtained from measurements of the 

samples in aqueous solutions could therefore be used in Equation 18. 

The values of the reflection coefficients can be calculated 

from reflectance measurements and from the values of the absorption 

coefficients by the use of the remission function, f (48). The 

remission function is related to the absorption and reflection 

coefficients by 

f =€/cr, (19) 

and to the reflectance intensity values, r, by 

f = r/(r - 100)^. (20) 

The values of the reflection coefficients can therefore be 

determined using the remission function if the absorption coefficients 

are known. However, another assumption eliminates the necessity 

of knowing the values of the reflection coefficients. If the 

sample is strongly absorbing, then the radiation will penetrate 

to only a very small depth into the sample. If it is assumed that 

X is so small that 
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Ux + V a'dx = 0 (21) 
^0 

then Equation 18 reduces to 

da'/dt = q X ̂ €rlo (1 - a' Vhciio • ^^2) 

This approximation also eliminates the necessity of knowing 

the dependence of Q*' on the depth, x. In fact. Equation 22 also 

holds if the fraction of the compound reacted per unit area of the 

sample surface, CL is substituted forCX', giving 

da/dt = q X ^ €pIo (1 - a)/hcNo. (23) 

This substitution eliminates the necessity of knowing the volume 

change during the reaction. 

The value of £ is difficult to determine accurately. Although 

Fresnel's equation describes the surface reflection of a smooth 

solid surface, there is no equation which describes the surface 

reflection of a powdered sample. It has been shov/n, hov/ever, that 

the Lambert cosine lav/ (49) which describes the diffuse reflection 

of a non-absorbing mat surface is approximately valid for powdered 

samples (50, 51). This empirical law is 

I* = (lo/''7")cos S COS $ (24) 

where J* is the intensity of the radiation reflected at an angle, 

O, and Jo Is the intensity of the radiation striking the sample 

at an angle ̂ . In this case ^ is zero since the incident radiation 

strikes the surface perpendicularly so that 

I« = In cosS. (25) 

In t h i s inves t iga t ion , the product compounds cover the im.mediate 
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surface of a sample over most of the time of a photochemical 

reaction and are relatively weakly absorbing over the wavelength 

range used. Equation 24 should therefore be approximately valid 

for the samples used. 

The total radiation reflected diffusely, I<1>, is the sum of the 

radiation reflected diffusely at each angle, or 

Ii = 2 l * = 2 ( V T T - ) C O S S . (26) 

Since the change in the angle is continuous, the summation sign 

can be replaced by an integral sign, or 

V> =Cto/W o 
cosgdS, (27) 

0 

which gives 

Î  = V T T . (28) 

The radiation striking a non-absorbing powdered surface that is 

not reflected diffusely is reflected spectrally. Therefore, 

q = l/TT. <29) 

Substituting this value for fl into Equation 23 gives 

da/dt = X^Cpio^i -a)/hcNo7r. (30) 
Equation 30 can be integrated to give 

ln(l - a ) = -X^^rloVhcNoTT. (31) 

Therefore a plot of ln(l - a ) vs lot yields a straight line with a 

slope, -K, given by 

dlnd -a)/dIot = -K = -X^CrAci^oTT. (32) 

It can be seen that the equation describing the photochemical 

reaction of a powdered sample (Equation 30) differs considerably 
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from the one describing the photochemical reaction of a fluid sample 

(Equation 2). This difference arises from the fact that the 

reactions of a powdered sample are inhom-ogeneous while those of a 

fluid sample are homogeneous and from the fact that a powdered sample 

reflects radiation as well as absorbs it. 

Equations were also derived which describe the photochemical 

reactions of a solid opaque crystal and of a solid transparent 

crystal. Since these equations were not applicable to this invest

igation, they are presented in appendices. The derivation of the 

equation for a solid opaque crystal is given in Appendix A, page 

89, and that for the solid transparent crystal is given in Appendix 

B, page 91. 

A Derivation of Gamma 

Up to now, no consideration has been made concerning the method 

of measuring the fraction reacted. In this investigation, reflectance 

measurements at 500 mi^were used to calculate the fraction reacted. 

Equation 38 holds for the fraction reacted of the amount of sample 

available to the reaction radiation. This fraction will be the 

same as the measured fraction reacted only if the radiation at 500 mn 

penetrates the sample to the same depth as the reacting radiation. 

This is generally not the case. If O* is the measured fraction 

reacted, then 

a* = (Ro - CR^)/RS (33) 

vrtiere R^ i s the t o t a l number of moles of reactant per uni t area to 
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the depth that the measuring radiation penetrates. The actual fraction 

reacted, CL, is given by 

Cl= (Ro -IXl)/Ro (34) 

where Ro is the total number of moles of reactant per unit area 

available to the reacting radiation. The actual amount reacted per 

unit area is the same in both cases. Combining Equations 33 and 34 

gives 

a*/R8 = a/Ro 05) 

or, 

a = a^RoAa- 06) 
If / is defined as follows: 

y = RgAo (37) 

then Equation 35 can be written as 

a = a v y . (38) 
Therefore, the measured fraction reacted must be corrected by a 

factor of l/'V in order to determine the actual fraction reacted. 

In order to determine a .theoretical expression for gamma, 

equations describing the reflectance of a powdered sample must be 

obtained. Consider a powdered sample of compound which is divided 

into n equal layers of thickness, d/n, where d is the mean depth. 

The sample is irradiated with radiation of an initial intensity of 

Jo* The intensity of the radiation impinging on the i"th layer 

of the sample is Ji. The amount of this radiation which is absorbed, 

Jai, is given by Beer's law 

lai = liC Md/n (39) 
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and the amount reflected, 1^^, is given by 

Iri = li^nOd/n, (40) 

The total amotmt absorbed to depth d, J , is 

la = 2 lai = C URld 2 li/n (a) 
0 0 

and the total amount reflected to depth 6, Jj., is 

ij. = " S I , =cr DGd 2 l i /n . (42) 
0 ^^ 0 

The value of ^ where 

In= iVn (^3) 
0 

i s simply the average value of the in tens i ty over the depth d. 

If ^ i s small, i t can be assumed tha t 
la = I0 /2 . (44) 

Equations 41 and 42 therefore reduce to 

la = l o € K I d / 2 (45) 

and 

Ij. = lc5TDOd/2. (46) 

Now d i s given by (43) 

d = l / ( € +cr)CR3 . (47) 

The subs t i tu t ion of Equation 47 into Equations 45 and 46 

gives 

I^ = I o 6 / 2 ( € + c r ) (48) 

and 

ij. = ioCr/2(€ +cr). (49) 

The fraction of Jo absorbed, a, and the fraction reflected. 
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£, are therefore given by 

a = 6/2(6 +or) (50) 

and 

r = cr/2(6 +cr). (51) 

To check the validity of these equations, the value ofO" 

for the compound, K3Dln(C204)33»3H20, at 500 mnwas calculated from 

the reflectance value and the absorption coefficient using Equation 

51 and compared to that obtained using the more accurate remission 

function. The value obtained using Equation 58 was 5.2 x 10^ 

cm^/mole while that obtained using the remission function was 

5.1 X 104 cm2/mole. The good agreement between these values indicates 

that the theory presented to obtain Equations 50 and 51 is approx

imately valid. 

Furthermore, using Equations 50 and 51, the fraction reacted 

as a function of the reflectance intensity values can be found 

to be 

a = fcJJ. - rOV + r6r)/(rap + r6p - T^T ' rOV -C7p +ai.),(52) 

a = (27r - 2,l)/(21.8r + 1.2). (53) 

This function gives a plot ofavs r almost identical to an 

experimentally determined calibration curve in Figure 3 in the next 

chapter. This fact further supports the validity of the theory 

presented here. 

The number of moles of compound available to the radiation, 

RQ, is a minimum when a is a maximum and it becomes larger as a 

becomes smaller. This indicates that 
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n^CX l/a (54) 

or 

Ro = ̂ omin/a* (55) 

Similarly, for the measuring radiation 

KS = RoMn/^«. (56) 

Substitution of Equation 55 and 56 into Equation 37 for gamma 

gives 

y = SiM = (66*^ +^cnf)/(£€*f 'i^a^''). (57) 

The absorption and reflection coefficients in this equation 

are total. If the sample is made up of product, En..- ,CE3_, and 

reactant, CRJ, then 

or 

7 = (6r ^-6p g ) f(6g- -KTĵ ) -F (6g •KJg)aO (59) 
(€} + 6 ^ a F ) ( T r + o p + (6p +crp)a;) 

This equation should give the correct values for the gammas. 

For all of the wavelengths used in this investigation except 

400 m|JL 

6r » 6 p 

^ r r -̂ -̂  ̂  p p 

6« 
r 

» € ^ 

6r + OV :^6p+ CTp. (60) 

Equation 65 therefore reduces to 

7 = (Cr £^ +er<^«)/(€^Cj. + CfCT )̂, (61) 
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and gamma is independent of the fraction reacted for all wavelengths 

except 400 niij. 

The equations developed in this chapter are used to evaluate 

the photochemical data v/hich are compared with the conventional 

thermal reaction kinetic data. These data are presented in the 

following chapter. 



CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL IvIETHODS AND RESULTS 

Preparation and Analysis o.f the Compound 

The kinetics of the reaction of K3D^(C20/)^ '3^20 given in 

Equation 1 were studied in this investigation. The compound v;as 

prepared by the method of Cartledge and Ericks (4I) using commercial 

reagent-grade chemicals. In this method, 31.5 g of oxalic acid 

were dissolved in 200 ml of water and heated to 75° C, Then 6.32 g 

of potassium carbonate were added to neutralize the oxalic acid 

and to supply the necessary potassium ions. After adding 150 ml 

of water, the solution was cooled to 0° C. From this point on, all 

operations were carried out in a darkened room to prevent the 

decomposition of the product. Upon adding stoichiometric amounts 

of potassium permanganate, all of the manganese in the solution was 

converted to the trivalent oxidation state and the solution became 

deep red in color. After filtering the mixture through a chilled 

filtering funnel, 350 ml of ethanol at 0° C v/ere added to the filtrate. 

Upon allowing the solution to stand at 0° C for two hours, dark 

red-violet needle crystals formed. These were collected on filter 

paper, washed with ice-cold absolute ethanol four times, and then 

with anhydrous diethyl ether twice. Excess solvent evaporated from 

23 
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the crystals upon standing in the dark at room temperature. 

The compound, K3C!Mn(020^)3!]•3H2O, was analyzed for manganese 

and potassium as follows; A small quantity of the compound v;as 

weighed out into a tared porcelain filtering crucible, ignited for 

one hour at 500° C in a muffle furnace, cooled, and weighed. 

This method of analysis gives a residue consisting of a mixture of 

K2CO3 and Mn30^. After leaching the potassium carbonate out with 

water, the crucible containing only the manganese oxide was re-

ignited, cooled, and weighed. The manganese content of the sample 

was determined from the weight of the manganese oxide, while the 

weight of the potassium carbonate determined the potassium content. 

The v/ater content of the compound was determined as follows: 

A weighed sample of the compound was placed in a porcelain boat 

and ignited at 500° C under a dynamic helium atmosphere. The helium 

and the gaseous decomposition products were permitted to pass through 

a weighed "U"-tube containing calcium chloride to collect the water 

evolved by the sample. The increase in the weight of the "U"-tube 

determined the water content of the sample. 

The results of the analysis of the compound are given in Table I. 

As can seen, all of the results are within ±,3^ of the theoretical 

values for K3CMn(0204)3] •3H2O, thus confirming the identity of the 

compound. 

Photochemical Reaction Kinetics 

One of the major problems that arise in the attempt to study 

solid-state photochemical reaction kinetics is simply the lack of a 



TABLE I 

ANALYSIS OF THE COMPOUND 

25 

Tr ia l 

! • 

2 . 

3 . 

Average 

Theoretical 

Manganese 

11.5^ 

11.8^ 

11.3^ 

11.5 ± .3% 

11.20.^ 

Potassium 

23.8^ 

23.3^ 

23.655 

23.7 i . 

23.92^ 

»2% 

' 

Water 

10.8^ 

10.4^ 

10.5^ 

10.6 i . 3 ^ 

11.02,^ 
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method of following the extent of the reaction. This problem occurs 

because only the immediate surface of a sample is involved in a 

solid-state photochemical reaction. In this investigation, mass 

spectrometry was attempted as a means of following the extent of 

the reaction by the amount of carbon dioxide evolved. This proved 

impossible, however, because the volume of carbon dioxide evolved 

was too small to detect using the apparatus and instrument available. 

Also, X-ray diffraction was attempted, but the X-rays penetrated 

through the reacted layer and did not detect it. The use of 

reflectance spectroscopy solved the problem. 

The apparatus used in the photochemical kinetic studies is 

illustrated in Figure 2. Samples of the compound were contained in 

a circular aluminum sample holder. The sample container was placed 

in a vertical position and the sample was irradiated with mono

chromatic radiation from a Bausch and Lomb monochronator with a 

mercury-vapor radiation source. The intensity of the radiation 

was controlled by adjusting the slit width and m̂ easured with a 

Ysi-Kettering Model 65 radiometer. A Timit timer m.easured the 

length of time of irradiation. Samples were irradiated with 

radiation of a specific intensity and wavelength for periods of time 

from 1-15 min in duration. The sample holder was then removed and 

the visible reflectance spectra of the samples were obtained by the 

use of a Beckman ^bdel DK-2 A spectroreflectometer after each short 

period of irradiation. 

The spectra illustrated in Figure 3 were obtained from a sample 

irradiated with radiation of an intensity of 2,6 x lÔ*- erf/cm2 gee and 
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FIGURE 2 

APPAR/vTUS 

A. Monochrometer 

B. Slit Width Adjuster 

C. Wavelength Control 

F. Detector 

G. Sarple 

H, Sample Holder 

D. Mercury Vapor Light Source I . Saniple Holder St-ond 

E, Radionoter 
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FIGURE 3 . Sample^ Reflectance Spectra ( X= 250 n|L4 I^ = 2,6 

X 10^ erg/cm^ sec) 

Spectrum of pure K3Dh(C20y ) ^ ^3^2^ 

Spectrum after 15 min i r r ad ia t ion 

Spectrum af ter 30 min i r r ad ia t ion 

Spectrum af ter 60 min i r r ad ia t ion 

Spectrum af ter 90 min i r r ad ia t ion 

Spectrum af ter 120 min i r r ad ia t ion 

-' Spectrum of product compounds 

— » « • 

« • • « « m « • • • « • 
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a wavelength of 250 mU, As can be seen, there is a change in 

the reflectance intensity of the spectra over the entire wavelength 

range from 350-750 nu^as the sample reacts. However, since the 

largest change in the reflectance intensity occurred at about 

500 mN, this wavelength was chosen for the purpose of measuring the 

extent of the reaction in order to minimize the error. 

Reflectance spectroscopy is a relatively new technique and 

no quantitatative expressions relating fractions reacted to reflectance 

intensities have been developed, Hov/ever, since reflectance 

intensities depend upon the composition of the sample, it must be 

possible to calculate fractions reacted from them. Absolute 

reflectance intensities depend upon the sample particle size and 

the degree of packing of the sample. In a kinetic investigation, 

however, it is not necessary to know the absolute reflectance 

intensities, but only the relative intensities of the reflectance 

spectra of a sample during a kinetic run. Since one sample is 

used throughout each kinetic run, the sample particle size and 

degree of packing are constant for each run. Furthermore, in this 

investigation, in order to minimize reflectance intensity differences 

of different samples, care was taken to grind each sample for the 

same length of time and to pack each sample in the sample holder in 

the same manner. The result of these precautions was a probable error 

of i),3% for the reflectance intensities of 35 samples of the pure 

reactant compound at 500 mn» 

It therefore appears possible to use reflectance intensity 

measurements to calculate fractions reacted for the purpose of this 
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investigation. Methods for calculating sample compositions from 

reflectance intensities have previously been reported (42, 43). 

However, since it was not kno'#m which of these methods may be 

suitable for the com.pound used in this investigation, a calibration 

curve was prepared for the purpose of determining fractions reacted 

from reflectance intensity values. Known quantities of K3D*1n(C20/)^« 

3H2O and its reaction products prepared by pyrolysis of the reactant 

according to Equation 1 were intimately mixed and their reflectance 

spectra obtained. Reflectance spectra were obtained for five 

different mixtures of each composition. From this data, which is 

given in Table II, a calibration curve v/as made from which the 

fraction reacted could be found if the reflectance intensity at 

500 iDnvas known. This calibration curve is given in Figure 4. 

Thermal Reaction Kinetics 
«MMIIlHMMSWM««WM«BM> MML̂ WI 1*1 — ^ ^ — i — ^ I • . ^ l gill IB I I MMMMM* I • I I* • • 

The thermal reaction kinetics for the decomposition of the 

compound,.. K3Din(C204.)>] •3H2O, were studied using an instrument 

specially built in this laboratory which simultaneously measured 

the weight loss and the magnetic susceptibility of the sample (/̂ 4). 

The weight loss of the sample, however, could not be used for a 

kinetic investigation of the oxidation-reduction reaction because, 

unlike the photochemical reaction, the \-/ater is evolved in a 

different step in the thermal reaction, Hov/ever, this step overlaps 

the oxidation-reduction step and the v/eight loss of only the 

carbon dioxide cannot be followed. In the high-spin configuration 

of d2sp3 octahedral manganese(ill) compounds, such as potassium 
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TABLE II 

CALIBRATION CURVE DATA 

Trial Mo 
of 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Average 

le Fraction 
Product 

.224 

.541 

.650 

.961 

Per Cent 
Reflect3.on 

13.0 
13.1 
14.2 
13.2 
12.3 
13.2 1 

25.0 
23.1 
25.5 
24.5 
26.6 
24.9 ± 

33.0 
31.4 
30.2 
32.1 
31.4 
31.6 1 

61.5 
61.8 
61,2 
60.0 
63.1 
61.5 + 

.8 

1.3 

1,2 

1,2 

Mole Fraction 
of Product 

.312 

.783 

.883 

1,000 

Per Cent 
Reflection 

17.1 
16.3 
16.0 
15.3 
16.2 
16.3 i .6 

42.1 
42.0 
41.6 
41.2 
42.8 
41.9 1 .7 

57.0 
55.3 
54.2 
56.4 
55.B 
55.3 t 1.3 

65.0 
63.4 
66.1 
65.2 
65.1 
64.9 i 1.1 
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tris(oxalate)manganate(III) 3-hydrate, the manganese contains four 

unpaired electrons. Manganese(ll) in com.pounds such as the products 

of the reaction given in Equation 1, has five unpaired electrons. 

From the spin only formula (45), 

/Ll =: |^(n + 2)\i (62) 

where/J- is the magnetic m.oment and n is the number of unpaired 

electrons, which applies very well to both nianganese(lll) and 

manganese(ll) compounds, the magnetic m.om.ents are 4.90 and 5.92 B. M., 

respectively. This difference allows the extent of the reaction to 

be determined from magnetic susceptibility measurements. 

The instrument used in this investigation made use of the 

Faraday m.ethod of measuring magnetic susceptibilities. It consisted 

of an Ainsworth Model RV-AV-2K semi-micro automatic recording balance 

equipped with a tvjo-pen strip-chart recorder; a 4-inch Alpha Instruments 

aluminum-foil wound electromxagnet fitted with Heyden type pole 

pieces; a 0-10 amp regulated-magnet power supply; a Pyrex glass 

tube furnace chamber, non-inductively wound with Nichrome resistance 

wire, and insulated with several layers of asbestos paper; a furnace 

temperature programjner consisting of a variable transform.er; and a 

magnet platform which could be raised or lowered by means of a 

2-ton capacity hydraulic piston and pump assembly. The sample was 

contained in a small Pyrex glass bucket attached to the left 

balance pan by a gold wire. A Chromel-Alumel thermocouple placed 

in the furnace at a position just below the sample bucket detected 

the furnace temiperaturc. A sample of from 15-25 mg was placed in 

the sample container. The furnace assembly v/as positioned about 
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the sample. The inagnet power supply was adjusted to maintain a 

maximum magnetic field of 4OOO gauss. By manual operation, the 

hydraulic pump was used to raise the magnet about the furnace, 

so that the sample passed through the inhomogeneous magnetic field. 

Meanwhile, the apparent mass change of the sample was being recorded. 

After adjusting the temperature programmer to maintain a given 

constant temperature within i.50 C, the magnet v/as raised and then 

lowered every few minutes to obtain the magnetic susceptibility. 

Isothermal kinetic runs, from which the kinetic data v/ere obtained, 

were made at 75°, 80°, and 85° C. 

In the Faraday m.ethod, the apparent mass change as a sample 

passes through an inhomogeneous magnetic field is related to the 

magnetic susceptibility by (46) 

g A m = p( m H dH/dx (63) 

where g is the gravitational constant, /-Am the apparent mass change, 

A the mass m.agnetic susceptibility, m the mass of the sample, H 

the magnetic field strength^ and dH/dx the m.agnetic field gradient. 

By Equation 63, v/hen H dH/dx is a maximum then the apparent mass 

change, A m , is also a maximum. Thus, if the apparent mass change 

of a sample of known magnetic susceptibility is comxpared with that 

of one with an unkno\m magnetic susceptibility, H dH/dx is replaced 

t>y .(H dH/dx)piQyt and the two resulting equations combined, then 

the following is obtained: 

X u = Xs(Amu -Anic)/(Ain3 - A K I C ) % / % (64) 

where u, s, and £ refer to the unknown sample, the standard sample, 

and the sample container, respectively. The magnetic susceptibility 
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of a sample can therefore be determined from the m-axircum apparent 

mass change by the use of a standard compound of known magnetic 

susceptibility. In this investigation, (NH^)2Fe(504)2*6H2O with 

a magnetic susceptibility of 32.3 x 10-6 c. g, s. units, was used 

as the standard compound. 

The magnetic moment of the sample was calculated from the 

magnetic susceptibility by the use of the equation 

jLl= 2.84(XmT)* (65) 

where T is the absolute temperature. Am the corrected molar magnetic 

susceptibility, and^ the magnetic moment. 

The fraction of the comipound reacted, C^ at any given time 

of reaction was calculated using the equation below which has 

previously been derived (44)5 

a = (̂ m - Am^L!l4ma^^AmGl,.(T B^OT^Jj^^^jill} 

where N is the total number of moles of compound and r.and £ refer 

to the reactant and the product compounds, respectively. 

To determine the effect of the evolution of the water of hy

dration on the oxidation-reduction reaction, runs were made at the 

low temperatures of 50°, 57^, and 59° C, At these low temperatures, 

the water is slowly evolved but the oxidation-reduction reaction 

should not occur if the evolution of the water does not initiate it. 

These runs were carried out in a constant temperature reaction vessel 

and the extent of the reaction was followed by weight loss. 

Calculation of Absorption Coeffielents 

No way could be found to measure the absorption coefficients 
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of K3CMn(020^)3] 01120 in the solid state. They were therefore 

measured with the compound in aqueous solutions. Since the 

compound reacts in water, after dissolving weighed samples, the 

absorbances of the solutions were determined by the use of an 

Hitachi Model 139 spectrophotometer every few seconds for several 

minutes. The absorbance values were determined by extrapolating to 

zero time. From the absorbance values, the absorption coefficients 

were calculated using Beer's law: 

A = 6bc (67) 

where A is the molar absorbance, 6 the molar absorption coefficient, 

b the length of the cell in cm, and c the concentration in mole/cm-̂ . 

Absorption coefficients were calculated at wavelengths of 275, 300, 

350, 375, and 400 rrjj. The values are given in Table III. 

Treatment of the Data 

The data in this investigation were analyzed according to the 

method of least squares and the probable errors were calculated. 

Measurements deviating more than four times the probable error from 

the least square values were rejected. 

The Calculation of Ganma 

Equation 61 was used to calculate the values of gamm.a for each 

wavelength used in this investigation except 400 rrn. It was assumed 

that an average value of gamma at 4OO mn during a reaction wotild 

give approximately correct alpha values. Therefore values of gamma 

were obtained using Equation 59 for the fraction reacted equal to zero 
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TABLE III 

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS 

Wavelength 

250 

275 

300 

325 

350 

375 

400 

(mjLil Absorption Coefficient 

5.0 X 10'̂  

8.1 X 10^ 

3.2 X 10^ 

9.0 X 105 

2.5 X 10^ 

6.0 X 10̂ ' 

5.1 X 10^ 

(cm2/mole) 
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and for the fraction reacted equal to one. These two values were 

averaged and the resulting value was assumed to be approxim-ately 

the correct value of gamma at 400 mj. The values of the absorption 

coefficients for the reacting radiation used in these calculations 

were taken from Table III. The value of the absorption coefficient 

for the measuring radiation of 500 m^has previously been determined 

to be 3.08 X 10^ cm2/niole (52), The values of the reflection 

coefficients v/ere calculated from the reflectance values and the 

values of the absorption coefficients by the use of Equation 51. 

The calculated values of gamma are given in Table IV. These values 

were used to correct the measured values of the fraction reacted 

according to Equation 38. 

As further proof that Equation 61 gives correct values of the 

gammas, an iteration method was used to calculate the values of the 

gammas from the photochemical data. These values are also given in 

Table IV for comparison. The good agreement between these values 

supports the validity of the theoretical derivation of the expression 

for gamma. 

Photochemical Reaction KinetJ.c Results 

In order to test the validity of Equation 30 which describes the 

rate of the photochemical reaction of a powdered sajnple, photochemical 

data were obtained for the reaction of potassium tris(oxalate)-

manganate(lll) 3-hydrate, This deep red-violet compound reacts 

upon Irradiation with radiation of wavelength from 250-400 mn 

according to Equation 1 to give white colored products. 
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TABLE IV 

THE VALUES OF G/O'JMA 

40 

Wavelength 

250 

275 

300 

325 

350 

375 

400 

Gamma 

.720 

.810 

.854 

o885 

1.012 

1.195 

1.252 

Gamma 
( I te ra ted) 

.70 

.79 

.84 

.90 

1.00 

1.22 

1.23 
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According to Equation 31, if the theory is correct, a plot of 

ln(l - a ) vs Î t should yield a straight line with a slope of 

-Ar^r/^^^oTT* Plots were obtained at wavelengths of 4OO, 375, 

350, 325, 300, 275, and 250 mn. All of these curves were straight 

lines, just as Equation 31 predicts. The data used to make these 

plots are given in Appendix D, page 106. For convenience, the plot 

for the wavelength of 350 mn is given in Figure 5. Since all of 

the other plots are similar, they are given in Appendix C, page 93. 

If Equation 31 is correct, then the rate constants, K, 

obtained from the slopes of the curves in Figures 5 and 13-18 

should be given by Equation 32. Upon rearranging Equation 32, the 

quantum yield is given by 

^ = KhcN^7rA6r- (̂ 8) 

The values of K for each wavelength are given in Table V. Using 

these values of K and the values of fj. from Table III, Equation 68 

was used to calculate the value of the quantum yield for each 

wavelength. These values are also given in Table V, The average 

value of the quantum yield was found to be 

^ = 1.71 J: .32. (69) 

However, as can be seen from the quantum yield values in Table V, 

the values at 300 and 275 mnare lov/er than those at the other four 

wavelengths. This, however, is expected. According to previous 

spectral studies (53), a strong absorption band maximum of bound 

oxalate ions appears at about 250 mn, Parts of this band can be seen 

in the ultraviolet reflectance spectra in Figure 6 where both the 
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FIGURE 5. Rate Plot (350 mn). 
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TABLE V 

PHOTOCHEMICAL RATE CONSTAî 'TS 

• m. m»c^*^. •^<-m„^^ • » • « 

Wavelength (cUj) Rate Constant (l/sec) 

275 

300 

325 

350 

375 

400 

7.01 ± 

2.92 ± 

1.78 ± 

4.63 ± 

1.01 ± 

1.15 ± 

.20 X 10-7 

.15 X 10"'^ 

.11 X 10-'^ 

.14 X 10-S 

.06 X 10-^ 

.07 X 10-7 

1.12 

1.16 

2.22 

1.99 

1.69 

2.08 
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FIGURE 6. Ultraviolet Reflectance Spectra. 
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reactant and the products absorb strongly over the wavelength range 

of 300-250 iTjn. The charge-transfer band of the reactant can be seen 

as a shoulder on the bound oxalate-ion absorption band over the 

wavelength range in which reaction occurs. Thus at 300 and 275 mH 

absorption of some of the radiation by the bound oxalate ions 

which does not result in reaction causes the quantum yield to be 

less than at the other wavelengths. Therefore, a more accurate 

value of the quantum yield can be obtained by averaging all of the 

quantum yield values except those at 300 and 275 ^Ll* This value is 

(j> = 1.99 1 .17. (70) 

A quantum yield of two for the reaction given in Equation 1 

would be expected on the basis of the stoichiometry. Since one 

oxalate ion must reduce two m.etal ions, it may be expected that 

the absorption of one photon may cause two molecules to react. 

On the basis of the results presented in this section, the 

theory presented in the previous chapter appears to be valid for 

the photochemical reaction of powdered potassium tris(oxalate)-

manganate(lll) 3-hydrate. 

The Dependence of the Rate on the W9Ĵ :eleiigth 

Since, except for A itself, the absorption coefficient is the 

only num.ber in the expression for the photochc.rlcal rate constant 

which depends on the wavelength of the radiation, the values of 

the absorption coefficients were plotted with the reciprocal of 

the wavelengths. This plot is given iji Figure 7. The vidue of 

the absorption coefficient at 250 my^was circulated using Equation 
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FIGURE 7. Plot of Absorption Coefficients VJith Wave Numbers 
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68. The strong absorption band maximum of the bound oxalate ions 

at about 250 mn which was mentioned previously causes the actual 

value of the absorption coefficient at this wavelength to be large, 

while the calculated value for the charge transfer band is small. 

The values of the absorption coefficients appear to rise 

exponentially from 400 mnto about 270 nu beyond which there is 

a sharp drop. A plot of the natural logarithms of the absorption 

coefficients with the reciprocal of the wavelenths was made. 

The values used are given in Table VI and the plot is given in 

Figure 8. As can be seen, this plot is a straight line. Therefore, 

dln€r/d(l/X) = B (71) 

or 

and 

InCr = B/X + 0 (72) 

6^ = e^/X eC, (73) 

where B and C are constants . Subst i tut ion of t h i s equation into 

Equation 38 gives 

da/dt =: IeXjAj=CLL^/)LeC. (74) 

hcN^jTT 

This equation gives the dependence of the rate of the photochemical 

reaction on the wavelength of the radiation. The exponential dependence 

probably arises from a Boltzm-ann distribution factor. 

Since most of the molecules are in their ground vibrational 

energy levels at room temperature, the ma>:imum rate of a photochenlcal 

reaction should occur when radiation with a wavelength corresponding 

to the difference between the ground vibrational level of the lov/er 



TABLE VI 

THE NATURAL LOGS OF THE ABSORFPION COEFFICIEî ITS 

V/avelength {mu) l/V/avelength (cm-1) Ln^ 

275 3.64 X 10^ 15.87 
300 3.33 X 10^ 14.95 
325 3.07 X 104 13.68 
350 2.86 X 10^ 12.42 
375 2.67 X lO'^ 11.64 
400 2.50 X 10^ 10.81 

51 
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FIGURE 8. Plot of the Natural Log of the Absorption Coefficient 
With the Wave Number 
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electronic energy state and the excited electronic energy state 

is used. From Figure 7, it can be seen that the maximium reaction rate 

occurs using radiation between 260-280 irjj. This gives an energy value, 

E> of 

E = 106 ± 4 Kcal/mole, (75) 

The thermal activation energy will later be compared to the 

photochemical energy. It can be seen from Figure 7 that energies 

less than E will cause the reaction to occur. Perhaps the best 

number for comparison with the thermal activation energy v/ould be 

the energy corresponding to the average rate of the reaction between 

250-400 rrjjt This number v/as determined by averaging the values of 

6 r over the curve in Figure 7 and taking the wavelength at which 

the average value of6p corresponded as a measure of the average 

excitation energy, E^. This energy was found to be 

E«- ~ 100 i 4 Kcal/mole. (76) 

Thermal Reaction jvineti^ 

The compound, potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(ill) 3-hydrate, 

reacts according to Equation 1 very rapidly over a narrow temperature 

rfiLnge, Table VII gives the values of the fraction reacted at 

various times obtained during isothermal kinetic runs taken at 75°, 

80°, and 85° C. 

To find the reaction order, the rate equation was assumed 

to have the form given below: 

dP/dt - K ̂ ?l (77) 

where M is the concentration of the reactant, P is the concentration 
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TABLE VII 

THI'UMAL KINETIC DATA 

Time (sec) Fraction Reacted l/M x 10-4 

Temperature = 75° C l/T := 2,875 x 10^ K = 18.8 InK = 2.92 

198 .13 2.22 
390 .29 2.71 
576 .37 3.06 
810 .48 3.71 

1068 .54 4.17 

Temperature =̂  80° C l/T ^ 2.835 x lo3 K ^ 136.5 InK ^ ^.92 

162 .22 3.28 
264 .53 5.45 

438 .65 ' 7.32 

Temperature = 85° 0 l/T = 2,795 x lo3 K = 777.0 InK ^ 6.71 

111 .40 3.38 
180 .77 8.54 
288 .85 13.50 
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of the product, K is the rate constant, and n is the reaction 

order. If the logarithm of both sides of Equation 77 is taken, 

the follov/ing is obtained: 

log(dP/dt) = logK + nlogM. (78) 

Differentiation with respect to logM gives 

dlog(dP/dt)/dlogM = n. (79) 

The slope of a plot of log(dP/dt) vs logM is therefore the order 

of the reaction. 

Figure 9 illustrates a plot of the fraction reacted v/ith time 

for the reaction at 75° C. From this curve, the data in Table VIII 

was obtained. From these data the plot in Figure 10 was made to 

determine the reaction order. The slope of this line was found to 

be two. Therefore, the rate equation is 

-dM/dt = dP/dt = KIvÎ  (80) 

or 

d(l/M)/dt =: K, (81) 

Figure 11 illustrates plots of l/M vs t for runs obtained at 

temperatures of 75 , 80 , and 85° C. In these plots, M v/as not 

the number of moles per unit volume, but was the total number of 

moles of reactant. Since many solid compounds undergo volume 

changes during reaction, the concentration cannot be expressed in 

units of moles per unit volume. The values of l/M used to make 

these plots are also given in Table VII, The slopes of the plots 

in Figure 11 v/ere obtained as the values of the rate constants and 

are also given in Table VII. 

The Arrhenius ecjuation is 
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FIGURE 9. Thermal Rate Plot 
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TABLE V I I I 

DATA OBTAINED TO FBID THE REACTION ORDER 

Log(rate) 

.902 

.845 

.699 

.54A 

.477 

Log(M) 

1.914 

1.872 

1.796 

1.728 

1.702 
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K = A-- e~"!/f̂ T (32) 

where A^ is the pre-exponential factor, and EJ is the activation 

energy. Vftien the natural logarithm of both sides of Equation 82 

is taken, the follov/ing is obtained: 

InK = InA^ - E^/RT, (83) 

Taking the derivative gives 

dlnK/d(l/T) = - E ^ . (84) 

Therefore, a plot of InK vs l/T should be a straight line with a 

slope of -E^/R and aia intercept of InA*, 

From the values of InK and l/T given in Table VII, such a plot 

was made and is shown in Figure 12, From the slope of the straight 

line, the activation energy was found to be 

E| = 94.7 ± 8 Kcal/lble (85) 

and the pre-exponential factor v/as found to be 

A* = 2.5 1 1 X 10̂ *̂  mole-lsec-1, (86) 

Using absolute reaction rate theory, A s + was calculated to be 

Asi^ = 58 cal/deg mole. (87) 

From the gas-evolution curve (20) given in Figure 19 of Appendix 

E, page 115, it C£ui be seen that the oxidation-reduction reaction 

of this compound occurs betv/een 75-90 C, The reaction occurs after 

about one third of the hydrate-bound water has been evolved. To 

determine if the presence of the water played a part in the oxidation-

reduction reaction, isothermal kinetic runs were made at temperatures 

of 50°, 57"̂ , and 59° C, At these temperatures, according to the gas-

evolution curve, the water should slowly be evolved but the oxidation-

reduction reaction should not occur if the presence of the water does 
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FIGURE 12. Arrhenius Plot 
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not affect it. It was fouud, however, that small amounts of white 

product became visible after 50-60̂ . of the water evolved, and the 

reaction continued after all of the water evolved. This indicates 

that the removal of some of the hydrate-bound water is necessary 

before the oxidation-reduction reaction can occur. 

The first-order rate plots of the evolution of the hydrate-bound 

water prior to the oxidation-reduction reaction are given in Figure 

21 of Appendix E, page 116, and the Arrhenius plot is given in Figure 

22 of Appendix E, page 118. The activation energy for the removal 

of the water was found to be 

Ê * = 3 1 1 Kcal/mole, (88) 

The results of this investigation presented in this chapter 

are discussed in the following chapter. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

^ Possible Reaction I-̂ ĉhanism 

Since the activation energy of the thermal oxidation-reduction 

reaction (Equation 85) of potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(ill) 

3-hydrate in the solid state is close in value to the average 

excitation energy (Equation 76) determined from photochemical data, 

it is safe to assume that the mechanisms of the two reactions are 

similar. Since one oxalate ion must reduce two metal ions, two 

molecules of reactant must ultimately be involved in the reaction 

mechanism. There are at least five possible mechanisms which result 

in the products given by Equation 1, These are listed below. In 

these equations 

M ^- K3CM;n(C20/̂ )>]'31120, P = K2CMn(020^^)2], C^ =,C207, 

g = CO2, P = K2C2O4, M̂  = K3C(C204)2Mn0C0C002l, 

F^ = K3C(C204)2MnOCCC00.3, and 

M-M* = K£^C(C202^)2^in0C0C00Mn(C20y^)20G0C00:l. (89) 

A. Bridged in t e rmed ia t e e l ec t ron t r a n s f e r , 

M 

KiJ + M > • M-K-̂ - > - 2P + p + 2g. (90) 

B . Oxalate ion r a d i c a l e l ec t ron t r a n s f e r , 

M ^^;~-^ P̂ - ~ — > P + C^ 

67 
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C« + M ^ P + 2g + p. (91) 

C. Oxalate ion radical reaction, 

2M 1,̂  > 2P^ - > . 2P + 2C^ 

C^ + C*̂  > 2g + p. (92) 

D. Attached oxalate ion radical reaction, 

2M <; >* 2P̂ ^ 

Tii + ?ii >.. 2P + p + 2g, (93) 

E. Bridged radical electron transfer, 

M J > J £ L ^ ?>-<• 

^-1 

Pit + M ! ^ L ^ 2? + 2g + p. (94) 

On the basis of the experimental evidence determined in this 

investigation, any postulated mechanism for the reaction given in 

Equation 1 must explain the following facts: 

1. The thermal act.ivation energy is the same as the average 

excitation energy, 

2. The photochemical quantum yield is two, 

3. The order of the thermal reaction is two. 

4. The magnitude of the thermal activation energy is on the order 

of an electronic excitation, 

5. The thermal pre-exponential factor is unusually large. 

6.. The presence of the hydrate-bound water inhibits the thermal 

reaction. 

Mechanism A is unlikely because it is doubtful that the breaking 

of a metal-ligand wliich requires 9 Kcal/mole would involve such 

a large activation energy as that found for the reaction given 

in Equation 1. Furthermore, crystal structure studies (56) reveal 
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that the manganese ions are not close enough together in the crystal 

lattice to allow the bridged intermediate to form. 

Mechanisms B and C are unlikely because they involve the 

diffusion of the reactive species, Ĉ ,̂ which would result in 

diffusion controlled or one half rather than second order kinetics. 

Mechanisms C and D are unlikely because they v/ould require a 

quantum yield of one rather than two. Furthermore, mechanism D 

requires the almiost simultaneous excitation of two adjacent 

molecules, which is an improbable event. 

Thus, only mechanism E is left as a probable mechanism for the 

reaction given in Equation 1, This mechanism does explain all of the 

observations concerning this reaction. Mechanism E is given in 

more detail below, where the potassium ions and the water have 

been omitted from the picture for clarity only: 

o-c=Q 3+ o-c;=o 
(C204)2Mii I ^ > (0204)2^^ I 

"0-0=0 '^ /~0 
.0 

0—C=-0 3+ 8 P 'OsCfti,' £ĵ  
(C20.)2M/ I + ^l^•*'>(C204)2H^-o-c-8-o.'*^|^^h (020^)2 

0=0 .1, OrC 
.0 / t 

\ Mn 

2P + p + 2g, (95) 

where solid arrows represent the movement of single electrons and 

broken arrows represent the movem.ent of electron pairs. 

If it is assumed that the second step of Mechanism E is the 

rate controlling step of the thermal reaction, then the rate constant 

of the second step of the reaction mechanism, K2, is much smaller 

than the rate constants of the first step, Kĵ nd K_i, or 
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%» Kl > > K2. (96) 

The equilibrium in the f i r s t step would then hold, or 

Ki/K_3^ = n/K (97) 

where p and M are now concentrations. The rate of production of 

the product, from the second step, is 

dP/dt = 2K2MPf (98) 

When Equation 97 is rearranged and substituted into Equation 98, 

the following is obtained: 

dP/dt = (2K2Ki/K^i) M2. (99) 

This explains the observed second order kinetics. 

Mechanism E also explains the observed quantum yield of two. 

The absorption of one photon in the first step results in the 

production of two molecules of product, or 

9 ~ 2 molecules of product = 2. (lOO) 
1 photon absorbed 

From the Arrhenius equation, 

K2= Ag e-E^^ . (101) 

and 

Kl/K.i = (Aj/A^i) e-^^'A'^ (102) 

where E^ i s the energy difference between M and F- or the exci tat ion 

energy. Subst i tu t ing Equations 101 and 102 into Equation 99 gives 

dP/dt = (2A2A}/A*i) e-(E§ + E»)/RT „2^ (103) 

Since the second step is a free radical reaction, its activation 

energy would be expected to be small while the excitation energy is 

large so that 
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E* » E | . (104) 

Equation 103 therefore reduces to 

dP/dt = (2Ay.f/A^T ) e-E'^AT y2 (105) 
2 -̂  —— 

which explains the fact that the thermal activation energy is the 

same as the actual average energy of excitation. 

The presence of the hydrate-bound water probably inhibits the 

thermial reaction because its presence prevents the oxalate bridge 

in the second step of the m.echanism. The question arises then as 

to v/hether its presence inhibits the second step in the photochemical 

reaction. Since the water is also evolved in the photochemical reaction 

(20), it is probably evolved in the excitation step (Equation 94). 

A further indication is the photochemical reaction of the corresponding 

chromium compound (K3CCr(C20y)3D .3H2O). Although this compound 

does not undergo the oxidation-reduction reaction, it is dehydrated 

upon irradiation with ultraviolet radiation (54). Therefore, the 

second step of the reaction mechanism of K3 D'ln(020/̂ )31] •3H2O proceeds 

rapidly in the photochemical reaction because of the absence of the 

hydrate-bound water. The reaction induced photochemically is 

therefore first order with respect to reactant and little of the 

excited species, P^, undergoes the reverse reaction of the first 

step of the mechanism. 

When the reaction is induced thermally, the second step of the 

mechanism , however, is inhibited by the presence of the hydrate-

bound water. The second step is much slower in this case and much 

more of the reactive species undergoes the reverse reaction of the 

first step of the mechanism. The observed reaction order is therefore 
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two. Another indication of this is the activation energies. The 

activation energy of the theririal evolution of the water is about 

3 Kcal/mole (Equation 88) and the activation energy of the thermal 

oxidation-reduction reaction is about 95 Kcal/mole (Equation 85). 

The sum of the two numbers is 98, close to the value of 100 Kcal/mole 

(Equation 76) for the photochemical excitation energy. These 

numbers further suggest that the evolution of the water and the 

excitation reaction occur simultaneously when the reaction is 

induced photochemically but that the two reactions occur in different 

steps when the reaction is induced thermally. 

The reaction mechanism which has been presented here is also 

supported by studies of the crystalline structure of the oDi.apound, 

K3CFe(020^)3"] .3H20, which is isomerphous with K3CMn (020^)3] •3H2O 

(56). The positions of the atoms in the determined structure are 

such that the oxalate bridging step can occur if the hydrate-bound 

water is removed. The water of hydration is in a position such 

that the oxalate radical cannot comie into contact v/ith a neighboring 

anion. 

The one remaining fact that has not yet been explained is the 

unusually large value of the observed pre-exponential factor of 

the therm-al reaction, Hov/ever, there is nothing with which to compare 

it. There have been no previous investigations of solid-state 

oxidation-reduction reactions interpreted on the basis of a chemical 

mechanism. Compared to usual values of pre-exponential factors 

of gaseous and liquid reactions, however, the value obtained in 

this investigation is unusually large. 
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Ordinary gaseous and liquid reactions seldom involve changes 

of state, and the entropy changes are therefore small. Since the 

pre-exponential factor is related to the entropy changes by the 

absolute reaction rate equation, small pre-exponential factors are 

expected. The reaction studied in this investigation, however, 

is a solid-state reaction and changes of state are involved. Water 

goes from bound water to gaseous water, and an oxalate ion reacts 

to give two molecules of gaseous carbon dioxide. The large values of 

the entropy changes of these processes are indicated by the entropy 

changes of the similar reactions given below: (57) 

020^2-(^qygQ^3) ^ 2CO2 A s = 90 cal/deg mole (IO6) 

H2O (Solid) > H2O (Gas) A s :̂  28 cal/deg mole. (107) 

It is not clear whether or not the entropy of the evolution of 

the water is involved in the entropy of activation. However, the 

entropy change given by Equation IO6 must be involved. Since 

one oxalate ion is oxidized when two manganese ions are reduced, 

one half of the value given by Equation 106 should contribute to 

the entropy of activation. This gives a value of 45 cal/deg mole 

which is concordant with the value of 58 cal/deg mole (Equation 

87) which was found for the reaction studied in this investigation. 

Since the value of 45 was obtained for oxalate ions in aqueous 

soultions, it would be expected to be lov/er in value than for solid« 

state oxalate ions. 

The reaction mechanism of the solid-state oxidation-reduction 

reaction of potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(III) 3-hydrate which 
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has been presented here explains all of the observed facts concerning 

both the thermal and the photochemical reactions. It appears that 

these reactions proceed by the same mechanism. The data obtained 

from the photochemical studies helped much in the determination 

of the reaction mechanism. From them, the value of the excitation 

energy and the number of product molecules obtained for each reactant 

molecule which was excited v/ere determined. This information along 

with the thermal reaction data allowed the postulation of the 

common mechanism. 

Comparisons 

The mechanisms of the solid-state reactions of potassium tris-

(oxalato)mangaiiate(lll) 3-hydrate were found to be different than 

those of its reactions in aqueous solutions. In aqueous solutions, 

the electron transferring species was postulated to be an oxalate 

ion radical (40), It is doubtful that such a species could exist 

freely in the solid state where there would be no solvent molecules 

to stabilize it. The activation energy of the reaction in solution 

is only about one fourth as large as that of the solid-state 

reaction (40). This is understandable, hov/ever, since the reaction 

mechanisms are different. In aqueous solutions, the first step 

of the reaction is thought to be the replacement of the labile 

oxalate ligand by two molecules of water 

Mn(C204)3^*" + 2H2O > Mn(C20^)2(H20)2"' + 020^^-, (IO8) 
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The resulting bis (oxalate) compound is very unstable toward 

oxidation-reduction and will react at about room temperature. 

It then undergoes an oxidation-reduction reaction. Thus a different 

compound undergoes the actual reaction in solution than in the 

solid state. 

For the series of com.pounds, K3LMJ1 (020^)3] .3H2O (M - Mn, Co, 

Fe, Cr), in the solid state, the Mn, Co, and Fe compounds undergo 

an oxidation-reduction reaction in which the metal ion is reduced 

from, the trivalent to the divalent oxidation state both thermally 

and photochemically (19-22). The chromium compound does not. 

Furthermore, the reaction temperatures of the thermal reactions of 

the compounds increase in the order I'ln<̂ Cô Fe. This is also the 

order of decreasing rates of the photochenlcal reactions. This 

can be explained by the oxidation potentials (55): 

M̂ *̂  > M3+ Mn = 1.54 V (109) 
Co =- 1.84 V 
Fe = 0.77 V 
Cr = -.C4 V. 

There appears to be a reverse in the expected order between 

Mn and Co. This is explained, hov/ever, by the difference in the 

stabilization energies of these two ions upon coordi-nation. The 

d orbitals of octahedral comiplexes of Co (ill) and Mn(lll) oxalate 

complexes are occuppied as shov/n below: 

^ 0 Co (III) Mn(lll) m' A, (no) 
The cobalt compound is a low spin complex while the manganese 
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compound is a high spin comiplex. The reason is that A o for 

Co(III) is larger than the electron pairing energy and it is less 

for Mn(lll). The stabilization energies are 

Mn(lll) S. E. . 3(2/5) A o - (3/5) A o = (3/5)Ao ( H D 

Co(lll) S. E, = 6(2/5)Ao =il2/5) A ^ • (112) 

The A^'s as calculated from spectral data are 

Oo(lll) A * = 60 Kcal/mole (113) 

1^(111) A o = 53 Kcal/mole. (114) 

Therefore, the stabilization energies are 

Co(lll) S. E. = l U Kcal/mole (ll5) 

Ma(lll) S. E. = 32 Kcal/mole, (ll6) 

The cobalt complex is thus much more stable than the corresponding 

manganese complex. 

The cobalt, manganese, and iron oxalate complexes undergo 

oxidation-reduction reactions because the trivalent metal ions are 

good oxidizing agents and the oxalate ion is a good reducing agent. 

Both Mn(lll) and Co(ill) ions are so unstable toward reduction 

that they can only exist as complex ions. There are many stable 

Co(ill) complexes, because, as noted previously, its stabilization 

energy is large. There are, however, very few stable Mn(lll) 

complexes. It has such a small stabilization energy and it is so 

easily reduced that only the strong field ligands such as cyanide 

ions can form appreciably stable complexes. 

From this investigation, it appears that the hydrate-bound water 

has a stabilizing effect against the oxidation-reduction reaction 
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of the oxalate manganese (III) compound, which'appears to be caused 

by an inhibition against the formation of an oxalate ion bridge 

between two molecules. The electron transfer is inhibited and 

the reaction cannot take place with the water present. The complex, 

K3CMn (020^)3.31^20, is therefore stable in the solid state only 

in the dark with the presence of the hydrate-bound v/ater at 

temperatures lower than those required to remove the water. 

Manganese(ill) ions appear to prefer oxygen ligands instead of 

nitrogen ligands. No compounds containing manganese(III)-nitrogen 

bonds have been reported, while the hydrated oxalate and m-alonate 

complexes do exist. The comiplex with the strongest ligand known 

(cyanide ion) is stable toward oxidation-reduction except at high 

temperatures (58), In binary com.pounds, such as the halides, the 

manganese(III) ion exibits the expected similar behavior. The 

compound, MnF3, is stable, the compound, MnCl3, is unstable, and 

the compounds, MnBr3 and Mnl3, do not appear to exist. The fluoride 

ion is not a reducing agent, the chloride ion is a better, but 

poor reducing agent, and the bromide and iodide ions are relatively 

good reducing agents. The stability of manganese(ill) compounds 

appears to depend mostly on the field strength and the reducing 

ability of the ligands. It is safe to predict that complexes of 

manganese (III) with such ligands as sulfite ions would probably not 

exist even though m.anganese(lll) prefers oxygen ligands because 

sulfite ions are good reducing agents. Other oxygen bonding ligands 

that are not good reducing agents such as carbonate ions should 

form complexes with manganese(ill) ion at very low temperatures. 
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They would probably not exist at room temperatures, however, because 

carbonate ion is not a strong ligand and if it is bidentate, it 

must undergo considerable ring strain to form the necessary four 

membered rings. 

There are many oxidation-reduction reactions of transition 

metal coordination compounds in the solid state which involve the 

transfer of electrons between ions or molecules. It is likely 

that such reactions involve mechanism.s similar to that of the reaction 

studied in this investigation. They must involve aji excitation step 

and a step involving some method of transfering electrons. The 

relative stabilities and therefore the relative reaction temperatures 

of such compounds can be qualitatively explained on the basis of the 

complexing stabilization energy, the oxidation potentials of the 

central metal ions, and the reduction potentials of the reducing 

ligands. 

Furthermore, from this investigation, it appears that the 

thermal activation energies of such reactions can be approxim^ated 

from the excitation energies (the energy corresponding to the 

wavelength of their charge transfer band). Also, it appears possible 

to estimate the relative magnitudes of the pre-exponential factors 

from the amount of changes of phase involved in the reactions. 

It appears that a general prediction miay be made as to v/hich 

coordination com.pounds will undergo photochemical oxidation-reduction 

reactions. Any coordination compound v/hich has 

1. a metal ion with an unfilled orbital. 
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2, a metal ion unstable with respect to a lower oxidation state, 

and 

3. ligands which are good reducing agents will probably undergo 

photochemical oxidation-reduction reactions. These reactions 

should occur under radiation corresponding in energy to the charge 

transfer bands of the compounds. 

Other solid-state thermal reaction kinetics which have been 

studied have been explained on the basis of physical rather than 

chemical processes. Probably the reason that the kinetics of the 

reaction given in Equation 1 were chemically controlled was that 

the activation energy of the excitation step was much larger than 

that of any physical process which may be involved, such as nucleus 

formation and growth. Thus it appears that if a chemical step has 

a large enough activation energy, it rather than some physical step 

will be the kinetic rate controlling reaction of a solid-state 

mechanism. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Using a modified Beer-Lambert equation and considering a 

photochemical reaction to be a bimolecular reaction between a 

molecule of a reactant and a photon, the following equation was 

derived to describe the rate of a photochemical reaction of a 

powdered sample: 

da'/dt = O I J ^ J | ^ I _ - S , 1 A : U X - V a'dx. 
hcNo ) ^ 

By assmning that x is very small, the Lambert cosine lav/ for m-at 

surfaces is valid for powdered samples, and the soluuion values of 

the absorption coefficients are the same as the solid-state values, 

this equation can be used in the following form, for photochemical 

reactions of powdered samples: 

da/dt = IoX(^6r(l -a)/hcNo1T. 

2. This equation was applied to the solid-state photocheirlcal 

reaction of potassium tris (oxalate)manganate(ill) 3-hydrate, The 

experimental rate of reaction of this compound corresponds well 

with the derived equation. Using this equation and the experimental 

results, the quantum yield of this reaction was found to be 1.99 1 .17, 

close to the expected value of tv/o. 

3, Reflectance spectroscopy appears to be a very good method 

80 
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of measuring the extent of reaction of a photochemical reaction of 

a powdered sample. Although the actual amount reacted at any timio 

and the total amount which can react are not knô î, the fraction 

of the total amount which can react, reacted at any time can be 

determined. This is made possible by the use of a correction factor, 

y, which was derived from reflectance equations. 

4. The rate of the solid-state photochemical reaction of 

potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(ill) 3-hydrate was found to increase 

exponentially with the reciprocal of the wavelength of the radiation 

up to a maximum value, beyond which it sharply decreased. This 

exponential dependence is thought to arise from, a Boltzmann 

distribution of the population of the energy levels. The average 

excitation energy was found to be 100 ± 4 Kcal/mole. 

5. The solid-state thermal reaction of potassium tris(oxalate)-

manganate(lll) 3-hydrate was found to be second order with respect 

to reactant. The activation energy was found to be 94.7 ± 8 Kcal/m-ole, 

and the pre-exponential factor v/as found to be 2.5 ± 1 x 10 

(mole sec)-l. The hydrate-bound water inhibited the thermal reaction. 

6. The following mechanism was postulated for the thermal 

and the photochemical reactions of potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(III) 

3-hydrate in the solid state: 

P* + M > 2 P + p + 2g. 

This mechanism explained a l l of the observed facts concerning the 

r e a c t i o n . 
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7. The mechanisms of the solid-state and solution reactions 

of potassium tris(oxalate)manganate(ill) 3-hydrate are different. 

8. The manganese (ill) ion appears to be unstable and will 

exist only under certain specific conditions. It must be complexed 

with ligands which are strong and not readily reduced. If it is 

complexed with weak or readily reduced-ligands, the crystal structure 

must incorporate such barriers as water of hydration, 

9. It is likely that m̂ any solid-state oxidation-reduction 

reactions of transition mietal coordination compounds which involve 

the transfer of electrons between miolecules involve reaction 

mechanisms similar to that determined for the compound studied 

in this investigation. 

10. The relative stabilities of coordination compounds tov/ard 

oxidation-reduction can be qualitatively explained on the basis 

of ligand field theory and the oxidation and reduction potentials 

of the ligands and the central metal ions. 

11. The activation energies and pre-exponential factors of these 

reactions can be estimated on the basis of the positions of the 

charge transfer bands and the amount of chant;es of state. 

12. Transition metal coordination compounds which contain metals 

with unfilled orbitals which are easily reduced and ligandswhich 

are easily oxidized will probably undergo photochemical and thermal 

oxidation-reduction reactions. 

13. If a chemical step of a solid-state reaction has a large 

enough activation energy, it will probably be the rate controlling 
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step rather than some physical process such as diffusion or 

nucleus formation and growth. 
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APPEiMDIX A: THE RATE EQUATION FOR THE PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTION OF 

AN OPAQUE CRYSTAL 

Consider a beam of monochromatic radiation of intensity, 1, 

which strikes a solid opaque surface of a material. A, which reacts 

to give a solid material, B, The intensity is the amount of energy 

impinging upon the surface per unit area in unit time, or 

I = nhcN^X (A-1) 

where n is the number of einsteins of photons impinging upon unit 

area in unit time, h is Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light, 

and A is the wavelength of the radiation. 

For the reaction 

A ^y^ B, (A-2) 

if it is considered to be a bimolecular reaction between a molecule 

of ̂  and a photon, then the following rate equation can be written: 

-dCAVdt ^Plkjn ' (A-3) 

where [Alls the concentration of ̂  expressed in moles per unit area 

and tr is the cross section of A and is given by 

P ^ e(j) (A-4) 
where ^ i s the absorption coefficient of A and(g i s the quantum 

yield of the react ion given by Equation A-2. 

Combinating Equations A-3 and A-4 gives 

-dCAl/dt = 6 ^ M n . (A-5) 

Rearranging Equation A-1 gives 
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n = iX/hd^o* (A-6) 

Substitution of Equation A-6 into Equation A-5 gives 

-dCAl/dt = 6 <̂  I XLAl/hcN^. (A-7) 

This is the rate equation for the photochemical reaction of an 

opaque crystal sample. A, 

Rearranging and integrating Equation A-7 gives 

InCAl - InCAol = -(^6XlVhcNo (A-8) 

where CAOI is the original concentration of A, Or, 

lnCA]/rAoT| ̂  ln(l -a) = -6(jJXlVhcNo (A-9) 

where a is the fraction reacted. 

Differentiation gives 

dlnd -a)/dt = -C^Xl/hcNo. (A-IO) 

Therefore, the slope of a plot of ln(l -a) vs t is a constant 

which is given by Equation A-10, Since h and c are constants, if 

1 and A are known, the value of 6j^ can be determined from such a 

plot. If $ is known, then 6 can be calculated or if ̂  is knô m̂, 

then 3> can be calculated. 
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APPENDIX B: THE RATE EQUATION FOR THE PHOTOCHEl-lICAL REACTION OF 

A TRAiNSPARENT CRYSTAL 

Consider a semi-transparent solid sample with a thickness L. 

This sample is irradiated with monochromatic radiation with a 

wavelength of A and an intensity of ̂ o. 

A molecule of this sample, R, absorbs a photon to produce an 

excited species, R^, 

R ^iJ^ R̂ .̂ (B-1) 

If the reaction is considered to be a bimolecular reaction between 

a molecule of the reactant and a photon, then the following rate 

equation can be written: 

-dCRl/dt =/JCR3n (B-2) 

where CRI is the concentration of the reactant in moles/erâ  and 

n = iX/hcNo, ' (B-3) 

Substitution of Equation E-3 into Equation B-2 gives 

-dDl]/dt ̂ CR]l/hcNo. (B-4) 

The radiation decreases as it passes through the sample according 

to Beer's lav/: 

-dl = I6CR]dx. (B-5) 

If the radiation strikes the surface of the sample at an angle 

of 90°, then the surface reflection is very small and can be neglected. 

Equation B-5 cannot be inte grated because CRJ varies with the 

depth, X, into the sample. However, if the concentration is expressed 
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in moles per u n i t area, i t i s independent of the depth. Then 

CRI - CR3'/L (B-6) 

where C O i s expressed in un i t s of moles per uni t area. Then 

- d l = 6I[R}'dx/L (B-7) 

and 
' l (L 

d l / l = 6 CRT dx/L (B-8) 
lo )0 

o r , 

I n d / I ^ ) - - 6 C R T . (B-9) 

Taking the exponent of both sides of Equation B-9 gives 

I = I o e - ^ M ' . (B-10) 

Subst i tu t ion of Equation B-6 into Equation B-4 gives 

-dCR3'/dt = ^ C R I ' iX/hcNo. (B-11) 

Subst i tu t ion of Equation B-IO into Equation B-11 gives 

-dLR3 ' / d t = ([R] ' Io/]X/hcNo) e-^ CRI ' , (B-12) 

Since, 

/ ? = 6 (^ (B-13) 

then 

-dDO ' / d t = fe(j5 X C R I ' lo/hcNo) e"^^^"^' o (B-14) 

Taking the In of both sides of Equation B-14 and di f ferent ia t ing 

gives 

din (rate )/(dlnnO' - 6 C R 1 ' ) = 1 , (B-15) 

Thus, a plot of In (rate) vs InLRl' -6CR^' gives a straight line 

with a slope of one and an intercept of ln(6^Alo/hcNQ), Therefore, 

if lo, 6, and X are kno\m, the quantum yield, (̂, can be determined 

from such a plot. 
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APPENDIX C : PHOTOCHEMICAL RATE PLOTS 
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FIGURE 1 3 . Rate P lo t (4OO mn) 
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FIGURE U . Rate Plot (375 m^ 
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FIGURE U . Rate Plot (325 mn) 
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FIGURE 1 6 . Rate P lo t (300 mli 
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FIGURE 17. Rate Plot (275 njlO 
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FIGURE 18. Rate Plot (250 njj) 
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TABIE K 

PHOTOCHFî ICAL KBETIC DATA (400 mn) 

Time (min) Fraction Reacted 1 - a l n ( l - a ) 

IQ = 3.0 X 10 erg/cm2 sec 

2 .10 
4 .21 
6 .25 
8 .36 

10 .54 

lo = 6.1 X 10^ erg/cm2 sec 

2 .14 
4 .25 
6 .38 
8 .44 

10 .52 

lo = 1.0 X 105 erg/cm2 sec 

2 .17 
4 .32 
6 .44 
8 .52 

10 .59 

1 = 8.0 X 10^ erg/cm2 sec 
o 

5 •29 
8 .44 

11 .56 
1^ .64 
17 .69 

lo = 1.2 X 10^ erg/cm2 sec 

2 .19 
U .36 
6 .50 
8 .60 

10 .68 

.90 

.79 

.75 

.64 

.46 

.86 

.75 

.62 

.56 

.48 

.83 

.68 

.56 

.48 

.a 

.71 

.56 

.44 

.36 

.31 

.81 

.64 

.50 

.40 

.32 

- .10 
- .24 
- .29 
- .45 
^.78 

-.15 
- .29 
- .48 
- .58 
-.73 

- .19 
- .39 
- .59 
- .73 
- .89 

- .34 
- .58 
- .82 

-1.02 
-1.17 

- . 21 
- .45 
- .69 
- .92 

-1.14 
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TABLE X 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KD ÊTIC DATA (375 m/j) 

IQ = 3.7 X 10^ erg/cm^ sec 

4 ai 
8 .23 

12 .34 
16 .42 
20 .50 

IQ = 5.2 X 104 erg/cm2 sec 

2 .09 
4 .21 
7 .31 

10 ./^ 
13 .54 

IQ = 7.5 X 10^ erg/cur sec 

4 .15 
8 .31 

12 .43 
16 .52 
20 .61 

lo = 8.6 X 10^ erg/cm2 sec 

3 .15 
6 .30 
9 .42 

12 .52 
15 .59 

IQ = lw2 X 105 erg/cn^ sec 

2 .23 
4 .25 
6 .34 
8 .U 
10 .64 

Time (min) Fraction Reacted 1 - a ln(l -a) 

.89 

.77 

.66 

.58 

.50 

.91 

.79 

.69 

.56 

.46 

.85 

.69 

.57 

.48 

.39 

.85 

.70 

.58 

.48 

.a 

.77 

.75 

.66 

.56 

.36 

-.12 
-.26 
-.42 
-.54 
-.69 

-.09 
-.24 
-.37 
-.58 
-.78 

-.16 
-.37 
-.56 
-.73 

, -.94 

-.16 
-.36 
-.54 
-.73 
-.89 

-.26 
-.29 
-.42 
-.58 

-1.02 
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TABLE XI 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KINETIC DATA (350 m|j) 

Time 

IQ 

4 
7 

10 
13 
16 

lo 

4 
6 
8 

11 
13 

lo 

2 
/ 

6 
8 

10 

lo 

2 
4 

8 
10 

lo 

6 
8 

10 
12 
14 

(min) 

= 3 .0 

= 4 .3 

= 5.6 

= 7.2 

= 1.1 

F rac t i on Reacted 

X 104 

X 104 

X 10^ 

erg/cm 

.21 

.40 

.54 

.65 

.72 

erg/cm^ 

.33 

.49 

.59 

.72 

.78 

erg/cm 

.15 

.38 

.54 

.65 

.74 

X 10^ erg/cm^ 

X 10^ 

.23 

.50 

.68 

.77 

.84 

erg/cm^ 

.87 

.91 

.94 

.97 

.99 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

1 - a 

.79 

.60 

.46 
.35 
.28 

.67 

.51 .a 

.28 

.22 

.85 

.62 

.46 

.35 

.26 

.77 

.50 

.32 
.23 
.16 

.13 

.09 

.06 

.03 

.01 

ln(l - a ) 

- . 2 3 
- . 5 1 
- . 7 9 

-1 .04 
-1 .26 

- . 4 0 
- . 6 7 
- . 8 8 

-1 .30 
-1 .52 

- . 1 6 
- . 4 8 
- . 7 8 

-1 .05 
-1 .35 

- . 2 6 
- . 7 0 

- 1 . 1 4 
- 1 . 4 7 
-1 .83 

-2 .00 
- 2 . 4 0 
- 2 . 8 1 
- 3 . 5 2 
- 4 . 6 1 



no 
TABLE X I I 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KINETIC DATA (325 mn) 

Time (min) Fraction Reacted 

IQ = 1.0 X 10^ erg/cm̂  

2 .19 
4 .35 
6 .46 
8 .56 
10 .64 

IQ = 1.8 X 10^ erg/cm2 

2 .30 
4 .51 
6 .65 
8 .76 
10 .83 

IQ = 2.7 X 10^ erg/cm2 

2 .46 
4 .69 
6 .83 
8 .90 
10 .96 

IQ = 4.0 X 10^ erg/cnr 

2 .61 
4 .85 
6 .95 
8 .98 
10 .99 

IQ = 6.0 X 10^ erg/cm2 

1 e4S 
2 .65 
3 .76 
4 .83 
5 .87 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

1 -a 

.81 

.65 

.54 

.44 

.36 

.70 

.49 

.35 

.24 

.17 

.54 

.31 

.17 

.10 

.04 

.39 

.15 

.05 

.02 

.01 

.52 

.27 

.14 

.06 

.02 

ln(l -cD 

-.19 
-.40 
-.70 
-.92 
-1.10 

-.29 
-.70 
-1.15 
-1.48 
-1.82 

-.71 
-1.24 
-1.80 
-2.35 
-2.90 

-1.02 
-1.88 
-2.70 
-3.80 
-4.71 

-.76 
-1.88 
-2.01 
-2.60 
-3.20 
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TABLE XIII 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KINETIC DATA (300 mjj) 

Time (i 

^o^ 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

lo 

3 
7 

10 
13 
16 

lo 

3 
6 
9 

12 
15 

lo 

2 
4 
6 
8 

10 

I 
0 

2 
5 
7 

nin) 

= 2.9 

= 8.6 

= 1.1 

= 1.2 

= 1.4 

Fraction Reacted 

X 103 . 

X 10^ 

X 10^ 

X 10^ 

X 10^ 

erg/cm^ 

.08 

.12 

.20 

.27 

.33 

erg/cm^ 

.30 

.63 

.75 

.79 

.89 

erg/cur 

.36 

.68 

.82 

.88 

.92 

erg/cm 

.18 

.a 

.55 

.63 

.73 

erg/cm^ 

.46 

.80 

.88 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

1 -a 

.92 

.88 

.80 

.73 

.67 

.70 

.37 

.25 

.21 

.11 

.64 

.32 

.18 

.12 

.08 

.82 

.59 

.45 

.37 

.27 

.54 

.20 

.12 

l n ( l - a ) 

- .10 
- .14 
- .25 
- .34 -.a 

- .34 
-1.05 
-1.60 
-1.73 
-2.01 

- .37 
-1.00 
-i.a 
-1.59 
-2.05 

- .25 
- . 54 
- .85 

-1.04 
-1.36 

- .55 
-1.53 
-2.24 
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TABLE XIV 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KKETIC DATA (275 Dp) 

IQ = 5 .1 X 103 erg/cm2 sec 

Time (min) Fract ion Reacted 1 - a ln(l -a) 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 

lo 

2 
4 
6 
8 
10 

IQ 

2 
/ 

6 
8 
10 

IQ 

2 
4 
6 
S 

lo 

2 
4 
6 

= 8.4 

= 1.3 

= 1.8 

= 2.2 

X 103 

X 10^ 

.31 
;5i 
.61 
.70 
.75 

erg/cm2 

.56 

.72 

.83 

.91 

.95 

erg/cm^ 

.64 

.83 

.92 

.97 

.98 

X 10^ erg/cm̂  

X 10^ 

.76 

.92 

.97 

.99 

erg/cm 

.80 
•95 
.99 

sec 

sec 

sec 

sec 

.69 

.49 

.39 

.30 

.25 

.4/v 

.28 

.17 

.09 

.05 

.36 

.17 

.08 

.03 

.02 

.24 

.08 

.03 

.01 

.20 

.05 

.01 

-.50 
-.71 
-.95 

-1.20 
-1.39 

-.82 
-1.27 
-1.77 
-2.40 
-3.01 

-1.01 
-1.75 
-2,50 
-3.40 
-4.15 

-1.41 
-2,50 
-3.52 
-4.75 

-1.60 
-3.01 
-4.75 
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TABLE XV 

PHOTOCHEMICAL KBETIC DATA (250 mn) 

Time (min) 

Io = 

30 
60 
90 

120 
180 

lo = 

30 
60 

127 
157 
217 

lo = 

15 
30 
60 
90 

120 

1.2 

1.6 

2.6 

Fraction Reacted 

X 104 

X 10^ 

X 104-

erg/cm2 

.26 

.51 

.67 

.76 

.88 

erg/cm2 

.33 

.64 

.87 

.90 

.96 

erg/cn2 

.21 
.52 
.77 
.88 
.90 

sec 

sec 

sec 

1-a ind-o) 

.74 

.49 

.33 

.24 

.12 

.67 

.36 

.13 

.10 

.04 

.79 

.48 

.23 

.12 

.10 

- .30 
- .72 

-1.10 
-1.42 
-2.01 

- .54 
-1.00 
-2.01 
-2.34 
-3.24 

- .23 
' - .73 

-1.46 
-2.14 
-2.34 
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APPENDIX E: THERMAL DATA PLOTS 
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FIGURU 20. Rate Plots of the Evolution of Water 
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